Does your dog, cat or other animal have a hard time going up and down stairs? A pet ramp will significantly reduce the amount of effort it takes for your best friend to get in and out of your car, on the bed or up the stairs.

Veterinarians recommend pet ramps for pets with orthopedic problems, osteo arthritis, hip dysplasia, shoulder, leg, or back problems.

We offer a variety of pet ramps in order to fit your needs.

**PET RAMP PRODUCTS**

**PetSTEP II**
Provides easy entry for pets into cars, vans, boats, and even pools and is especially ideal for SUV’s as well as vans. Weights only 18.5 lbs. Supports up to 500 lbs. Available in Beige or Grey. 17"Wx70"L

**HalfSTEP II**
The HalfSTEP is ideal for side use of van/vehicle, couch or bed. The HalfSTEP is not long enough for the back of SUV/pickup. Weights only 11 lbs. Supports up to 500 lbs. Available in Beige. 17"Wx39"L

**PetSTEP Accessories**

**Carrying Case**
Our bag is constructed of high quality vinyl/nylon. Bag has carrying handles, shoulder strap and leather luggage tag. The bags are a bit oversize for extra storage such as food, water and a place to store your legs kit.

**Floatation Kit**
Kit contains two eye-bolts, two extenders, four fiddle screws and two 20" inflatable buoys. This allows your dog to walk from deep water onto your boat. Also used for swimming pool applications.

**Legs Kit**
Kit contains four aircraft aluminum legs, twelve fiddle screws for easy installation. Legs Kit 24.5" long. Ideal for grooming, utility table, picnic table, potting table, or any other use where a table is needed.
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Aluminum Pet Ramps
Handi-Ramp’s Aluminum Pet Ramps are designed in lengths of 3, 6, 7, and 8 feet so you can get just the right length for your needs and nothing extra. All of our Aluminum Pet Ramps are lightweight, high capacity and have a non-slip surface making them easy to clean and safe. All ramps fold except the 3 foot pet ramp and they all feature an easy carry handle.

3 ft: 39"x15" -7 lbs
6 ft: Open: 72"x15" Folded: 37"x15"x5" -18 lbs
7 ft: Open: 7"x15" Folded: 43"x15"x5" -20 lbs
8 ft: Open: 8"x15" Folded: 43"x15"x5" -23 lbs

Auto Step
The Auto Hitch Step from Handi-Ramp is a completely portable 18"x16" platform step that is lightweight, simple to use, easy to install, and supports over 200 lbs. Constructed from nylon glass filled plastic the platform weighs only 5.5 lbs. and can be easily transported by anyone. The step requires no installation and can be used on multiple vehicles. Simply insert the Auto Hitch Step into any 2 inch trailer hitch receiver and you have a platform that is excellent for both reaching the top of your vehicle and for loading/unloading your favorite pet. The Auto Hitch Step has a non-slip corrosion resistant surface to improve safety.

Wooden Dog Ramps
Handi-Ramp’s Wooden Dog Ramps are designed for indoor use and assisting your dog to get onto a couch or bed. A more attractive alternative to our larger outdoor ramps used to assist your pet getting in and out of a vehicle, the Wooden Dog Ramps come in a variety of rises and capacities. We have ramps available for smaller dogs under 20 pounds and larger dogs weighing 100 pounds. Features available on some of our ramps include adjustable kick stand, siderails, and extra wide widths. Many Wooden Dog Ramp options are available so you know you’ll get the product that best fits your needs.

•16 stain finishes available
•12" wide x 36" long
•16" to 20" high
•10 lbs.
•Supports up to 40 lbs.

visit us on the web at: www.handiramp.com
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**Smart Ramp**

Smart Ramp Telescoping Pet Ramp is great ramp to help your pet avoid injury to their hips, backs, and other joints. Its lightweight, portable, telescoping design makes it ideal for assisting your dog with accessing your vehicle, bed or boat. The Smart Ramp Telescoping Pet Ramp weighs 16 lbs and supports up to 300lbs. 70”L x 17.25”W

**Smart Ramp Jr.**

The Smart Ramp Jr® by Mr. Herzher's is a super-light short ramp designed for use with couches and side entry mini vans. It weighs only 8lbs and supports up to 300lbs. A non-slip surface assures a safe footing for your pet. 40”L x 20”W

**Solvit Telescoping Pet Ramp**

Solvit Telescoping Pet Ramps are ideal for all pets who need assistance reaching high places. This lightweight easy to carry ramp features a high weight capacity (400 lbs) and built in carrying handles. Use this ramp with your vehicle, bed or wash tub. Extends from 39” to 72” and weighs only 13 lbs. 17”W x 72”L

**Solvit Half Ramp**

Solvit Half Ramps are designed to help your pet access low rise areas including your couch or mini-van. The ramp accommodates rises up to 20 inches and weighs only 7 lbs. Rubber feet and a sandpaper surface assure your pets safety when using the ramp. Supports 200 lbs. 17”W x 39”L

**Ramp4Paws Pet Ramp**

Ramp4Paws® Dog Ramps are the only roll-up dog ramp on the market. They are available in two sizes 65”L or 37”L with weights of 15.75 lbs and 9 lbs respectively. The ramp surface is 15.5” wide and they support up to 160 lbs.

- 18-link: 15.5”W x 65”L
- 10-link: 15.5”W x 37”L
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## Pet Gear Bi Fold Ramp

Bi Fold pet ramps by Pet Gear are portable by design and aid dogs in reaching surfaces that have low rises such as couches, mini vans and stairs. Built in handles and a low carrying weight (14 lbs) make transport a breeze. Supports up to 250 lbs. **42”L x 19.5”W**

![Pet Gear Bi Fold Ramp](image)

## Pet Gear Tri Fold Ramp

Tri-Fold Dog Ramps from Pet Gear are a great way to help your pet into and out of your vehicle, up the stairs, or on the bed. Rubber grips on the bottom and a sandpaper surface make your pet feel safe when using the ramp. A high weight capacity (200 lbs) and a low carrying weight (22 lbs) make this ramp ideal for any dog owner. **70”L x 19.5”W**
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## SideKick Pet Ramp

The SideKick Portable Dog Ramp is designed for use in narrow areas with low rises. It features a high weight capacity 300 lbs. and a 41” carpeted walking surface. Lightweight 7 lb. design constructed from marine grade polymer. **41”L x 16”W**

![SideKick Pet Ramp](image)

## Triple Telescoping Ramp

Triple Telescoping Pet Ramps are perfect for areas where high places prevent your dog from access. Two sizes are available including: 72” or 84” long. Traction is provided by an all weather heavy-duty carpet surface. The ramp supports up to 300 lbs and is constructed from marine grade polymer.

- **72” model:** 72.25”L x 17”W
- **84” model:** 84.25”L x 17”W
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## Double Telescoping Ramp

The Double Telescoping Dog Ramp can be used fully extended or partially extended to reach locations with high rises and low rises. Use it for beds, cars, trucks, mini-vans or anywhere with a rise of less than 34”. The carpeted surface gives your pet a sure footing. Supports up to 300 lbs. but weighs only 20 lbs. **41”L-72”L x 18”W**
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